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Outline
• Introduction to Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS)
• What is DAS? 
• How do we get comparable geophone data? 
• Common Receiver Gather
• Survey Setup
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Cox et. al. (2012)
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Remove DC bias in DAS signal
Convert from 





Remove DC bias in DAS signal
Convert from 




Integrate over time Multiply by particle velocity in FK space
Remove DC bias in DAS signal
Convert from 











Integrate over time Multiply by particle velocity in FK space
Spike Removal
Remove DC bias in DAS signal
Convert from 











Integrate over time Multiply by particle velocity in FK space
Spike Removal
Remove DC bias in DAS signal
Imaging (Image courtesy of CGG)
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DAS Common Receiver Gather
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Geophone Common Receiver Gather
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Geophone Reverse Time Migration Image
Conclusion
• Emerging technology
• Recovers signals similar to geophones
• Cheaper permanent seismic alternative 
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